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Abstract
SocialFi attempts to DeFi the social economy, with issuers beneﬁting from direct
access to participants via social tokens. Applying blockchain technology and
introducing token incentives to build decentralized social platforms has long been
the goal of the crypto industry. Back in 2017, the SocialFi project has been
proposed. Around 2018, a large number of blockchain + social oriented projects
have emerged in batches. ONO, QunQun, GSC, YeeCall, NRC, SwagChain, Huoxin
Chat and TTC Protocol have been launched successively.
Limited by the early basic environment, technical means, insuﬃcient number of
participating users, immature economic model and other factors, many projects
cannot achieve rapid development. At the time, the concept of DeFi was not well
understood, so the potential of SocialFi was not appreciated. But this is the only
way which must be passed for somethiing new in the early stages. As DeFi
continues to grow, more market hotspots are being explored, and crypto users
have a clearer and deeper understanding of Web3.0 and decentralization. We are
now able to take a broader view of where SocialFi is going and build more
imaginative protocols.
Diamondtok has been deeply engaged in cutting-edge technology for many
years, accumulated rich experience in Internet product research and
development, and achieved a series of phased achievements. Diamondtok Short
video SocialFI platform was ﬁnally launched after years of continuous research
and technology development in order to meet the needs of users in various
aspects, improve user experience, adapt to the development and change short
video industry pattern in the era of digital economy.

Chapter 1

Our Missions
and Visions

1.1 Short video era + decentralized technology

The popularity of mobile intelligent terminals has given rise to the boom of short videos.
Short videos have become the third development wave of social language after text and
pictures, showing the characteristics of fast transmission, wide range and easy operation.
Meanwhile, global short video application platforms are actively developing their application
in the ﬁeld of news, and professional media organizations are also actively exploring new
forms of short video news. Short video application will cooperate with professional news
production organizations to create professional, authoritative and in-depth short video news
content.

Since 2018, We Media has lowered the threshold and opened to the public. Since then, people
have entered the era of We Media. A smartphone, a camera can share their daily life,
knowledge, experience, personal belongings with people watching online, and gain revenue.
According to QuestMobile, the short video industry has more than 900 million users, whether
they are young people in cities, the aged, or people in lower-tier cities, they all like to watch
short videos, and even shoot short videos themselves.
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Internationally, TikTok, a short-video social app owned by ByteDance, has more than 1 billion
monthly active users, and ranks as one of the top five social apps in the world alongside Facebook’s
three major apps (Facebook, WhatsApp, Messenger) and WeChat.
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The growth of TikTok has been strong overseas in recent years. Backed by such a huge traﬃc
pool, TikTok has not only become the world's leading short video platform, but also a powerful
channel for merchants to operate their business, providing them with huge traﬃc and
promoting user consumption.
Advertising (TikTok For Business) and e-commerce (TikTok Shopping) are the two aspects of
TikTok commercialization. In 2021, through its large-scale advertising expansion, overseas
e-commerce and live broadcast teams, the total number of employees increased from less
than 4,000 at the beginning of 2020 to nearly 20,000. In advertising, TikTok surpassed Google
in terms of clicks in 2021, with sales of about $4 billion. TikTok is targeting $12 billion in AD
sales in 2022, fueled by a steady increase in the brand's marketing budget.
With the advent of the era of short videos and the development of blockchain decentralization
technology, a new decentralized short video industry with blockchain underlying technology
as the core and short video platform as the carrier has been born. Gathering global short
video users through technical means can not only expand the appeal of short video, but also
promote blockchain technology in this mature industry more quickly.

1.2 Our missions

Diamondtok is committed to designing and building the most dynamic decentralized
DEFI short video platform through blockchain technology, attracting and accompanying
short video users who are the world's most collaborative, innovative and striving for
excellence, and jointly building the next generation of high-growth, self-generating and
cyclic SocialFI business ecosystem. Finally, Diamondtok can truly create a decentralized,
friendly and mutually beneﬁcial business collaboration model, making Diamondtok the
ﬁrst comprehensive SocialFI community based on open ﬁnance blockchain.

1.2.1 Build a SocialFI ecosystem

Diamondtok will open its own rules, SDK and API to third-party developers, work with
many industry partners to build a cloud service ecosystem, jointly build diversiﬁed
business application scenarios based on various vertical digital resources such as video,
software, music, pictures and games, and build various business as well as DEFI
applications around DTOK token (Diamondtok platform currency). In addition, with its
own cloud service platform as the center, Diamondtok gathers traditional resource
sharing platforms at home and abroad to jointly build a cleaner, more eﬃcient, more
autonomous SocialFI network ecosystem with more inherent economic value.

1.2.2 Build a value exchange network

Diamondtok team has more than 20 years of experience in Internet product design, research
and development and operation, and knows that high-quality content plays a huge role in
promoting the platform and ecology. With the development of globalization and economic
integration, Diamondtok will further empower business with high-quality content, upgrade
the value of idle resources, and highlight the resource aggregation ability of high-quality
content and content creators. Diamondtok team is devoted itself to resource integration and
technology supply to build a multi-dimensional, multi-lingual, cross-border, highly free and
highly pure digital value exchange network for the world's 4 billion Internet users.

1.2.3 Empower short video ecosystem

As a decentralized blockchain short video platform that helps resource value network
platform to empower, Diamondtok will continuously iterate the incentive mechanism of
resource value exchange network by mining resources to provide eﬀective operation behavior
and resource consumption, and provide underlying technical support for resource value
exchange platform on short video platform.
With the development and rise of big data, cloud computing, 5G and other technologies,
enterprises' rigid demand for storage and computing is constantly increasing. B-end market
will become prosperous. Diamondtok will quickly occupy a new generation of short video
platforms, and gain many high-quality enterprises as well as user nodes. In the process of
rapidly promoting the full coverage of the Diamondtok resource value exchange network,
Diamondtok will become the highest quality reservoir in the short video industry, creating
more direct value for other blockchain technology applications and promoting the progress of
the entire short video industry.

1.2.4 Expand the decentralized short video incremental market

The 2020 Global blockchain short video Economic Development Report shows that there are
only 15 million digital asset users and less than 80 million global digital asset users.
Governments, blockchain enterprises and project teams in various countries and regions
around the world are faced with the pain points that the application scope of blockchain
technology is small and the application scenarios are diﬃcult to promote. In view of this,
Diamondtok will cooperate with the global short video resource sharing platform to expand
the scale and audience of the global decentralized short video platform, and promote the
application of blockchain technology as well as the progress of the decentralized blockchain
industry to lead the world into the short video era of DIFI.

1.2.5 Change the user pattern of traditional platforms

Traditional short video social platforms convert the content value contributed by users into
their own proﬁt sources. Except for a few top 1% VIP users and famous users, the other 99%
who spend a lot of time and energy cannot get any direct rewards from the platform. The gap
between users with large folliowing based and ordinary users is obvious. Diamondtok aims to
break this pattern, so that ordinary users can also become direct beneﬁciaries and get
equivalent incentives for their eﬀorts or time, even the viewers can beneﬁt.
Diamondtok hopes to empower the short video industry with blockchain technology, and
change traditional platform by decentralized short video user pattern to expand the
incremental market as well as increase users. To create value exchange network based on the
platform token—DTOK, Diamondtok can eventually build a network ecosystem with the
foundation of video, software, music, pictures, games and other digital resources SocialFI
network ecosystem.

Chapter 2

About
DiamondTok

2.1 Diamondtok

Blockchain is the infrastructure of the next generation ValueInternet, while Diamondtok is
the next decentralized short video ecological platform based on blockchain, aiming to use
decentralized technology to solve a series of pain points under the traditional short video
platform system to build a safe, eﬃcient, autonomous, stable, economic short video
SocialFI platform, which promote the establishment and development of the second
generation value network exchange platform and distributed business ecosystem.

With an open ecological environment, Diamondtok will provide services to various forms
and organizations in diﬀerent cultures, languages and countries around the world, directly
connecting creators and users point-to-point to facilitate the optimal resource allocation
between economic demands of the short video industry, and to achieve the optimal link
path solution. With blockchain as the architecture model of commercial technology,
Diamondtok achieves value precipitation, value authentication, value transfer and value
realization of each economic port of short video industry by innovating blockchain scene
technology.
Diamondtok will focus on reducing the threshold of cloud services based on blockchain,
using POB consensus mechanism, so that every platform node, application node and
ecological node can participate in the operation and governance of business ecology, so as
to build a decentralized, shared-driven, autonomous community organization. In the
Diamondtok community organization, each node can contribute to the ecology of
Diamondtok short video in various ways, and as a reward, each node can receive
corresponding rewards according to its contribution.

Diamondtok short video platform will build the next generation of ValueInternet exchange
platform, so as to overturn the traditional organization, interest relations such as superior
and subordinate relations. These will be replaced by a new win-win cooperative
relationship to achieve a fairer and more ideal social production relations. In Diamondtok
ecology, the participants will be rewarded as long as they upload, like, repost, comment
and mine. Users only have diﬀerent division of labor, and there is no diﬀerence in grade.
Pay is value, value is return.
Empowering the short video industry ecology, redeﬁning the fan economy and
transforming the live broadcast industry are the goals and missions of Diamondtok short
video!

2.2 Platform positioning

With the continuous development of global technology and transformation of
organizational forms, blockchain, DApp, NFT and DEFI have gradually proved to be the best
choice for creating decentralized short video application scenarios. Short video
applications based on blockchain are characterized by large-scale participation and
collaboration, diversiﬁed and dispersed traﬃc sources, etc. At present, DEFI and NFT and
their applications are still in the early stage, facing inevitable problems in the development
process of any disruptive innovation. The birth of Diamondtok is to solve these problems.

2.2.1 Decentralized short video platform

The positioning of Diamondtok platform is to build a decentralized short video sharing
platform without explicit attribution; and it can be participated by all people; it has clearer
classiﬁcation and easy to search and use. On the basis of blockchain technology,
Diamondtok has the cryptographic properties of digital currency, whose hash algorithm
will ensure users in exchange, use, privacy and other aspects. Due to the "transnational"
nature of blockchain, users of the platform easily solve the problems of currency exchange
and transaction, as well as video compliance and functional governance. With Diamondtok,
everyone can enter the new SocialFI era of short video, making proﬁts no matter you create
something or just participate in.

2.2.2 Eﬀective incentive revenue sharing platform

All nodes in Diamondtok short video platform need to contribute to the entire
distributed decentralized platform through eﬀective behaviors, so as to obtain
corresponding incentives and rewards, and ultimately create a truly self-driven and
self-motivated business ecosystem. Diamondtok uses an eﬀective token economy
model, which generates incentives to ensure that all ecological participants are
rewarded according to the size of their contribution. The eﬀective behavior of any
ecological node is not motivated by its own moral sense, but by economic motivation
based on a rational perspective. Through the design of the token economic model,
Diamondtok makes the rational goal of each ecological node and the whole short video
ecological development mission uniﬁed and incentive compatible, so as to form a
valuable and competitive distributed short video socialﬁ ecology.

2.3 Major functions

As a decentralized short video platform, Diamondtok mainly provides users with the
creation and dissemination of short videos. Diﬀerent from TikTok, Youtube and other
traditional platforms, the attravtive point of Diamondtok is that all participants can
share revenues with the platform. Creating and browsing videos can be rewarded by the
platform for mining. Under the incentive of revenue sharing, Diamondtok will attract
global users to participate in and provide traﬃc for shopping mall, live broadcast, social
interaction and transaction within the platform, which further promotes ecological
expansion.

2.3.1 Short videos

Through big data, artiﬁcial intelligence and other technologies,
Diamondtok will automatically match accurate short video content
according to users' clicks, browsing and hobbies, and update global
popular and exciting videos in real time to ensure distribution eﬃciency.
Users can also shoot short videos or upload clips after a second creation.
Diamondtok aims to become the world's largest decentralized short video
platform, attracting global users to create and watch together.

2.3.2 Shared beneﬁts

Unlike traditional video platforms where only the top creators get the
revenue, Diamondtok platform allows all participants to do so. The
original fan incentive mode of Diamondtok platform allows you to earn
Diamondtok coins by watching videos as well as buying mission packs to
unlock more functions. Creators can get proﬁts by creating videos, and
the mall can also get proﬁts by live broadcasting and selling goods. It is a
platform for revenue sharing.

2.3.3 Mall

Relying on the platform traﬃc and technical advantages, Diamondtok
provides online and oﬄine integration platforms for local entity
merchants. Compared with the physical malls, Diamondtok having a high
degree of intuitive and interactive can signiﬁcantly reduce the cost of
goods sold, and improve the exposure of goods. Through short video
transmission and live broadcast, merchants can gain higher exposure and
sales of their products.

2.3.4 Live broadcast

With the unique combination of e-commerce and blockchain of Diamondtok
short video App, and its powerful video transmission ability, real-time,
interactive and transparent features of "anchor + commodity" mode,
Diamondtok will further release the value of network broadcast industry. At
the same time, Diamondtok platform's applications and global user vision
can promote the integrated development of the global live broadcasting
industry.

2.3.5 Social networking

Diamondtok short video APP will be the world's ﬁrst interactive system with
open traﬃc, allowing users to chat freely with other users, interact and build
communities. By synchronizing major community messages and launching
new activities, all community members can form new links. Diamondtok
allows users to communicate with users around the world at home, which
breakes the language barrier of cross-border communication.

2.3.6 NFT

NFT diﬀers from tokens such as DAI or LINK in that each individual token is
completely unique and indivisible. NFT is able to assign or claim ownership
of any unique digital data, which can be tracked using the blockchain as a
common ledger. NFT is cast from digital objects as representations of digital
or non-digital assets.

Diamondtok will launch unique NFT assets such as videos, pictures,
merchandise, and audio tracks that can be collected permanently by Creator.
Diamondtok short videos will provide Internet celebrities and stars all over
the world with the opportunity to release their own NFT, casting their own
beautiful pictures or short video creation into NFT to generate new collection
value.

2.3.7 Transactions

Diamondtok coins have a free market and can be cashed at any time. Ditok
will provide users with a C2C trading market. Users do not need to transfer
coins to Exchanges for sale through other means, and can directly exchange
coins in Ditok. NFT issued by Diamondtok platform and users can also be
freely traded and circulated on the platform.

2.3.8 Community autonomy

The ﬁrst stage of Diamondtok is jointly operated by the Diamondtok
Foundation and Singapore Diamondtok Digital Technology Company. In the
later stage, Diamondtok autonomous organization - Diamondtok DAO is
established from users to hand over the power of major decisions to the
community. Then the Diamondtok wallet will be separated from the
professional Diamondtok digital wallet; the trading center will be
constructed as a professional digital currency exchange independently.
Diamondtok will also build the largest decentralized storage of video
streams with the latest decentralized storage methods.

2.3.9 Reward

Users can use DTOK tokens in their in-app wallet to tip their favorite content
creators directly from the video feed as well as from the creator's proﬁle.

2.4 Core advantages

With the development of vertical content creation of users and MCN as well as
borderless short video, the company applies the Internet short video as the foundation,
web celebrity and e-commerce economy as the core, and the blockchain technology as
underlying technology to expand market organic integration, redeﬁne the fans
economy, and build a new Internet short video e-commerce platform via blockchain
technology to accustomed to the era.

Participation
can benefit

No threshold
for users

In addition to creating content, you can also get revenue from
watching video on the Diamondtok platform. Users are rewarded with
DITOK (Diamondtok coins) just for watching videos every day, which
can be divided between content creators, content users and
Diamondtok projects. As content owners can get paid for the ﬁrst
viewing of their videos, they can be rewarded with DTOK without a
large number of subscribers. This model allows users from
lower-income regions to reap a potentially signiﬁcant revenue just by
watching videos, allowing global users to make money simply by
participating in.
It seems that the traditional POW method has become a feature of
the elite and resource possessors. The high equipment expenditure
and a large amount of resource waste make most participants
recoiled from it. DITOK, on the other hand, make users obtain
revenue through a series of tasks such as viewing, reposting and
liking short videos. DITOK, meanwhile, uses the concept of NFT,
where every video or other action a user makes creates irreplaceable
value, and their revenue is stable and growing.
Low cost, decentralized participation and model innovation enable
the Diamondtok platform to realize "everyone can participate in and
beneﬁt from participation".

High cost
performance
ratio

Tokens are
circulated
globally

To gain DITOK, users only need to open the APP, browse short videos,
and complete the tasks, truly combining "revenue" and "leisure".
Compared with playing games to gain income, Diamondtok is
undoubtedly more cost-eﬀective. It not only saves time and eﬀort, but
also has a low threshold for participation, so the income is
sustainable. In the future, the number of Diamondtok users will
continue to rise, so does the value of DITOK . The appreciation space
of 100 times makes Diamondtok stand out among all short video
platforms around the world.
For general short video platforms, tokens have scope and limitations.
When tokens are issued, platforms disappear and tokens return to
zero. DTOK’s coins open up other short video platforms and can be
traded between diﬀerent platforms. DTOK is not attached to
Diamondtok platform. Even if the short video platform fails to operate
or all kinds of unexpected situations occur in the future, DTOK still has
value, can be traded in the market and will never become a scrap.

2.5 Goals and visions
2.5.1 Break the barriers of short video industry

The traditional short video industry has gone through four stages of development, and now
it has entered the stage of stable development. The management mode and charging
mode of operators have undergone great changes, and new industry barriers are gradually
generated. Because there is no user base, and ﬁnancial, human as well as material
resources are unable to compete with giant enterprise, so the opportunities of new short
video platforms providing tend to be saturated. As a result, creators are very diﬃcult to
compete with the industry, and the charging mode of traditional short videos such as
"product placement, reward and recharge, member handling, etc." is a shackle set in the
industry, which is diﬃcult to break. At the same time, the short video industry is suﬀering
from the intrusion of traditional ideas and business model, and talents are facing the
double pressure of technology and temptation. The industry needs to change and talents
need support, which is an urgent industry crisis.
SocifalFI+NFT will break the development barrier of traditional short video with new
technology and innovative mode. Everyone can thus participate in the creation, and obtain
beneﬁts via participation, so as to attract more people, and eventually build the world's
largest decentralized short video platform.

2.5.2 Solve the centralized monopoly of earnings

The income of traditional short video is mainly concentrated on platforms and top creators.
The giants of traditional social platforms monopolizing the income of content creators
makes them only get a small part of the economic income. Meanwhile, creators with high
social inﬂuence having a monopoly on the revenue of the average content creators makes
99% of them gain nothing.

Highlight of the Diamondtok is the revenue sharing, which advocates all participants to
reap the beneﬁts, and display personal value. Only by empowering the creative content and
social inﬂuence produced by a single person can more individuals gain beneﬁts in the
creator's economic system, and the value ecology of Ditok can be developed and expanded.
To create a new short video industry, to provide support and help for short video
development and production talent, to create a new social, communication, revenue
model, we take it as our mission!

2.5.3 Create a platform exclusively for creators and users

Abandon industry monopoly, distribute proﬁts to every short video platform user according
to their work, and truly establish and create a platform belonging to content creators and
users themselves. All users are autonomous in the platform and contribute to NFT through
creating videos, reposting and liking.
Let all participants be shareholders, and get market returns for creation, viewing and
promotion. For video sharers, they can not only ﬁnd people with common interests,
develop like-minded communities, but also get beneﬁts when sharing.
It is the common mission of every Diamondtok user to create their own brand and the
exclusive features of Diamondtok short videos.

2.6 Strategic Investment Organization

In order to better build short video commercial applications, Diamondtok introduced
investment institutions to establish strategic cooperation at the beginning of its
establishment, expanded ecological users and resources through Binance, the world's
largest digital asset exchange, and introduced global capital through Danhua Capital. The
development of Diamondtok's ecological territory has laid a strong foundation for
strength.

Technology Partner
Binance

Binance, the world's largest digital currency exchange, has
a comprehensive blockchain ecosystem. The founder,
ChangPeng Zhao (CZ) , aims to become the foundational
builder of the blockchain world, promote the development
of the blockchain industry, and realize value free
circulation. It operates the blockchain asset trading
platform Binance, with users in more than 180 countries
around the world and an annual proﬁt of more than 5
billion US dollars.

Investment Partner
Danhua Capital

Danhua Capital is a newly established venture capital fund
that focuses on investing in disruptive and inﬂuential
technological achievements and business innovations in
the United States and founded in 2013. The investment
ﬁelds that Danhua Capital focuses on cover disruptive
emerging technologies such as artiﬁcial intelligence,
virtual/augmented reality, big data, blockchain, and
enterprise-level applications. The investment stage is
mainly in the early and growth stages.

Chapter 3

Ecological
Development

With the integration of big data, algorithm model, blockchain technology, natural
language processing and other technical means, Diamondtok applies them to short
videos, entertainment, games, NFT, e-commerce, new retailing, online celebrity economy
and other ﬁelds. Community building is realized based on supporting governance
mechanism. Communities establish an orderly, fair and sharing ecological environment by
establishing reward mechanism, task mechanism, transaction mechanism and credit
rating mechanism, etc.

Users can go to an open platform to fulﬁll their needs, and get returns. Whether as a direct
participant in the transformation of the Internet economy and blockchain economy or an
indirect participant, Diamondtok will provide users with the value authentication of online
behaviors and provide value realization channels. Diamondtok follows the current trend of
consumption upgrading and focuses its investment on individuals and IP, so that each user
can realize their value through blockchain and solve the pain points that cannot be solved
by traditional Internet economy.
In the future, Diamondtok will form its inﬂuence through international exchanges and
cooperation, exchanges of giants and technical discussions, and realize the jump in market
value ranking and trading volume through strategic mutual support and resource
integration to promote the ecological realization of DITOK and make it take oﬀ in the next
bull market. DITOK will be linked to national equities, foreign exchange and various
ﬁnancial derivatives as an option for equivalent exchange.

When DITOK deepens the global short video industry, it will support international online
shopping malls and global businesses to meet the various needs of life, save more than
80% of consumers' expenses, help businesses to keep buyers, reduce production capacity
and inventory, and implement orderly circulation from the top-level design. Users can use
DITOK to pay for online purchases in international shopping malls, or to pay for oﬄine
purchases in brick-and-mortar stores that support DITOK payments around the world.
DITOK supports multi-currency transfer, exchange, and rapid transfer; transfer to the
account in seconds, zero handling fee, cross-border, point-to-point transaction. DITOK in
the future can also be used to exchange hotel coupons, scenic spot hotel coupons, and
some popular international cities as well as scenic spots.

DITOK also plans to connect with the most fun action games, strategy games, war games,
puzzle games, sports games and more. On the one hand, it can relax the mood and convey
happiness. More importantly, it can also achieve on-chain entertainment, attract more
maintenance groups to participate in and increase the stickiness of the community.
Relying on traditional platform service logic cannot meet the long-term value
management needs of all economic ports of short video industry chain. The introduction
of blockchain technology can easily solve this problem. This is not only the application of
blockchain technology, but also the introduction of new industry sharing thinking. The
push for blockchain requires the participation and eﬀorts of as many people as possible.
The entertainment industry will spread further in the future through the eﬀorts of content
producers and investors. One day, people all over the world will be able to ﬁnd and invest
in their favorite IP. Diamondtok is willing to be the pioneer to promote the industry.

The Diamondtok team has been working in the industry for many years and is experienced
in distributed architecture and server deployment. Therefore, Diamondtok solves the
problem of providing developers with a high-performance open Web application engine,
which is currently the only development tool that can solve blockchain server-side
deployment with one click. Diamondtok hopes to activate hundreds of millions of users in
the blockchain industry in a more public way through the incubation of technical services,
products and ecology to become a pioneer in the blockchain world to open up a new
chapter.
The real value of blockchain short video market lies in providing technology, cultivating
ecology, supporting more developers of blockchain short video, and being an enabler of
blockchain short video. Diamondtok is committed to enabling, incubating the unicorn
project of decentralized short video era with great concentration, and derifying a longer
industrial chain.

Chapter 4

Token
Economy

4.1 Issuance and distribution

Distribution mechanism:
Liquidity Reserve

15%
5%
Token Name: DTOK
Total Circulation:
70,000,000,000

Reward
for Mining

70%

5%
5%

Marketing
Department
DITOK
development team
Seed Investors

Transaction Tax: 5%,
2% to Burn ,
3% currency holder bonus

Every ��,���,���,��� coins is a block. The initial mining yield is N%.
After each block is completed, the output will be reduced by X%，until
all � blocks are mined, Diamondtok DAO will vote to determine the
proposal for the new ecological incentive mechanism.

In Diamondtok's short video ecosystem, the value created by users will be used as the
circulation tool of DTOK token, which is the token issued by Diamondtok platform based on
DITOK public chain. In the future, members of Diamondtok community will exchange DTOK
to achieve the purpose of value exchange. DTOK can be traded freely through DITOK public
chain, as well as through token exchanges or OTC platforms.
DITOK is a revolutionary creation of Diamondtok value transmission. The traditional
company system is essentially a possession of the value created by employees and users.
The company's interests are inconsistent with those of employees and users, which directly
leads to the reduction of the eﬃciency of value creation and various potential
contradictions. DITOK naturally combines four attributes: reward attributes, which reward
you for creating or watching a short video; Consumption attribute: can purchase other
products or services through transaction; Dividend attribute, that is, by holding token,
gains from the increase of token value; Circulation attribute meaning the circulation and
exchange of diﬀerent rights and interests can be realized by trading tokens.

DITOK can connect the value of the whole ecological chain of Diamondtok industry, fully
mobilize the subjective initiative of each node in the ecological chain. DITOK not only
ensures the individual interests of each holder, but also realizes the value ﬂow within the
ecological chain as well as promote the continuous development of the whole ecology.

4.2 Production Reduction Program

DITOK has released a total of 70,000,000,000 DTOKs as a mining reward for its users. Every
10,000,000,000 DTOKs make up one block. There are 7 blocks for mining and circulation.
Token Amount

Daily Output

� - �� Billion

Every �� billion mined,

�� - �� Billion

the percentage output of the
assets will also decrease.

�� - �� Billion
�� - �� Billion
��- �� Billion

�� - �� Billion
�� - �� Billion

�.�� %
�.�� %
�.�� %
�.�� %
�.�� %
�.�� %
�.�� %

4.3 Application Scenarios

DITOK is positioned as the universal token for the global short video SocialFI industry,
leveraging the value of the entire industry through blockchain decentralization and token
value economics. Diamondtok is not the giant of the existing centralized industry, nor will it
hinder the growth of the main body in any industrial chain. Diamondtok just establishes a
consensus mechanism to ensure the decentralization and value transfer of the whole
ecology.
When users use DITOK, they can gain tokens by calling community members to
watch,sharing platform advertisements, and using tokens to pay for virtual gifts. Through
content creation and advertising sharing, advertisers can directly reach contracts with traﬃc
users on the platform through advertising stores, eﬀect tool providers can obtain tokens by
providing users with speciﬁc plug-ins, virtual gift designers can obtain copyright income by
contributing design results, and skill trainers can sell characteristic services. These value
swaps are reached through smart contracts, and the number of tokens held will also be used
as the basis for the classiﬁcation of participants in the Diamondtok community.

Short Video
Monetization

Income &
Rewards
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4.3.1 Revenue/Rewards

At Diamondtok, users or creators can get DTOK by expanding community members, sharing
platform ads, etc. They can also use tokens to buy virtual gifts. Advertisers get revenue
through content creation and ad sharing, etc., and reach contracts with traﬃc users directly
in the ad store, eﬀect tool providers get tokens by providing speciﬁc plug-in units to users,
virtual gift designers get copyright revenue by sharing their designs, and skill trainers and
others can get revenue by oﬀering their special services.

4.3.2 Short Video Realization

At Diamondtok, beneﬁting from short videos, or realizing through services for merchants,
co-operating, creating IP, etc., will be covered by the DTOK, with the following methods of
realization：

• Ad Realization

Use the content to attract the audience and then sell the audience's attention to advertisers.
There are mainly two types of short video content combining PGC and UGC, and advertisers
can diversify their choices.

• E-commerce Realization

Segmenting audiences and video content, extracting sellable product content and targeting
product information in verticalized areas. Merchants can also broadcast their brands
information through short videos and sell their products through live streaming and other
means.

• Fans Realization

Through the internal incubation of Diamondtok platform, short videos can cultivate
platform celebrities, attract hosts and so on, and make use of the celebrity eﬀect to attract
commercial traﬃc. Stars or social media pioneers can also live stream to their fans through
our platform.

• Live Streaming Realization

Diamondtok provides a live streaming platform for companies on a joint cooperation or take
a share basis. All enterprises, organizations or individuals can deliver goods through regular
live streaming, and also participate in the government's agricultural assistance program,
etc.

• Content/Knowledge Realization

By making short videos to gather speciﬁc groups, and then by providing more advanced
paid content, the product can be commercialized. For example, make a three-minute video
showing proﬁcient English speaking, and then realize it by introducing sets of paid courses
on live streaming.

• Community Realization

Using content to attract users with certain characteristics, and then through the community,
live streaming and other ways to produce paid content. The combination of verticals and
short videos can give full play to the value of traﬃc, aggregating a large number of
"like-minded" users and maximizing the advertising eﬀect.

• Service Charge

Businesses onboard, e-commerce sales, live streaming with goods, fan tips etc. platform will
take a certain share of it, the proportion as low as about half of traditional platform.

4.3.3 Transaction Payments

It is mainly applied to the transaction payment of mall goods, as well as the transaction
payment of NFT and digital currency.

4.3.4 Coin Holding Dividend

Holders of DTOK will receive the corresponding dividends.

4.3.5 NFT

Platform casting or issuing, trading or paying NFTs need to be done through DTOK.

4.3.6 Community Self-Governance

DAO is responsible for the autonomy of the entire Diamondtok community. Holding DTOK
means having the right, and the number of DTOKs held is the basis for the classiﬁcation of
the level of participants in the Diamondtok community.

4.4 The promising prospect

The value of DITOK on the basis of NFT, lies in the collection, collation, and connection of
every NFT work, which eventually becomes part of the metaverse as its technology
continues to improve. DITOK isn’t giving users a platform to show themselves and a way to
obtain beneﬁts, it is every DITOK user that jointly create value.

• Transaction burning mechanism

DITOK will burn 2% of the tokens. As DITOK adopts POB consensus mechanism and burning
proof mechanism, that is to prove the user's investment in the network by destroying
cryptocurrency, so as to obtain the right to "mine" and verify transactions. The more you
burn (destroy), the greater the (virtual) computing power you have. At the same time,
because the burning reduces the circulation, the value of DITOK will naturally increase. 70%
of the commercial revenue of the Diamondtok app will repurchase DTOK coins from users
and destroy them.

• Fission growth of users

As DITOK was released and brought to the attention of more users, the number of people
who join DITOK, promoted by the recommender reward, expands rapidly. According to the
principle of coin standard, users are rewarded DITOK for completing tasks every day. With
the increase of registered members, DITOK will gradually become scarce, and the price will
change along with supply and demand, which in turn promotes ﬁssion growth of users to
form positive growth of value and market.

• Great expansion of ecological applications

A country / region will increase its currency value with the expansion of its ways and
functions of use, which is the same in the world of DEFI. With the expansion of NFT, the
future DITOK will not be limited to the ﬁeld of short video, nor will it be limited to the
Diamondtok platform. With the increase of application scenarios, the frequency and space
of use of DITOK will also increase. Thus, the value will naturally rise.

• Secondary market circulation

After DITOK completes the expected excavation, it starts ICO. DITOK will gradually circulate
in the whole market. The value discovery of the market - from undervaluation to reasonable
valuation, will also make the price of DITOK continue to rise. With the inﬂux of global users,
there is a situation of short supply again.
In the future, Diamondtok will speed up the development of the project through global tour
sharing promotion. The number of pre-planning members is 3 million, distributed in more
than 50 countries and regions around the world. In the later stage, through the ecological
construction of Diamondtok, the Diamondtok community will be continuously expanded to
realize the consensus mechanism of DITOK worldwide. At the same time, Diamondtok will
pay more attention to the layout of multiple industries, develop multi levels, link more real
industries, such as health, education and training, business travel and hotel, real estate
technology, logistics, etc., constantly expand the industrial service margin, and improve
ecological applications.

There are multiple ways to lock up blockchain + Internet new traﬃc, gather new popularity,
invigorate the atmosphere, and increase resource investment. Users holding DITOK can
easily add value and use it as a globally integrated consumer token. DITOK tokens are also
planned to be logged into mainstream exchanges, including Huobi Global, OKEx, Bittrex,
Poloniex, OKCoin and Binance, as soon as the main network is launched.

Through the eﬀorts of the Diamondtok team, developers and participants all over the world
can convert the value they produce into their own proﬁts and circulate in the ecology in the
form of Diamondtok token—DITOK. DITOK, as a value bearer, not only circulates in the
ecosystem, but also can leverage a larger value ecology beyond the short video platform,
allowing it to participate in the value ecological cycle of Diamondtok.
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Team
Member

Team Member
Abhisek Osahon
DiamondTok CEO
Abhisek Osahon holds an Associate Degree in
Computer Science (DEUG) and has achieved
excellence from decentralized applications to NFT
and Web3 projects. At DiamondTok, Abhisek
Osahon will lead users and creators on the road to
a win-win in NFT development.

Raphael Metivet
Director of DiamondTok Blockchain
Technology Division
Raphael Metivet graduated from Gustavus
Adolphus College with a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) in
Computer Science and is a Technical Analyst with
extensive
experience
in
blockchain
and
decentralized technologies. Mainly responsible for
the management of the division.

Jared Zhang
DiamondTok Senior Engineer
Jared Zhang has a Master of Science in Computer
Science. Responsible for real-time video coding
design/development of rate control algorithms to
support diﬀerent scenarios, such as camera, live
streaming, video sharing, screen recording, VR,
IoT/camera, Skype, etc., to ensure video stability
of DiamondTok app.
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Development
Roadmap

Phase �

Dec 2021
• Establishment of Cloud computing and blockchain
data centers
• Decentralized short video technology development

Phase �

Jan – Apr 2022
• White Paper release & Website launch
• App landed on the mobile store, opening video
creation function
• Establish a Diamondtok Application Integrated
Service Center

Phase �

• Global launch of the platform to commemorate the
release of NFT
• Deploy the global market and establish a regional
operation center
• Connect with major global e-commerce brands and
establish an online celebrity association
• The number of users exceeded 1 million

Phase �

• Expand the international market and strengthen the
competitive advantage.
• Diamondtok short video application and digital
currency wallet are connected.
• DITOK coin is listed on mainstream exchanges such
as Binance, Coinbase and Bitmex, with a valuation
of 0.7-1 US dollars.
• The number of users exceeded 10 million

Phase �

• Establishment of decentralized autonomous
organization Diamondtok DAO
• Build blockchain video e-commerce ecological
network
• Create a decentralized short video SocialFI
ecosystem
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Risk Disclaimer
This White Paper is intended to provide DITOK-related technologies and plans for the
business goals, business models, and DITOK platform. It was not created for the purpose
of soliciting sponsorship or investment.
This White Paper shall not be construed in any way as a proposal for the issuance of
tokens, the sale, purchase or investment of employees, agents, teams, consultants or
related personnel of the issuer of tokens.

You should not execute contracts or make decisions about sponsorship/ investment
based on this White Paper and should seek legal/ ﬁnancial expert advice before using
your coins/ tokens in projects sponsored/ invested in.

DITOK does not guarantee the value of DITOK tokens distributed as sponsorship /
investment to the project, and the value of DITOK tokens ﬂuctuates greatly depending
on its success or failure, and may be lower than the initial sponsorship / investment
amount.
DITOK’s tokens are used within its own platform, not securities. In addition, it does not
represent ownership, voting or share ownership of the project, nor does it have any right
to vote on the project, claim dividends or have other addresses.
The DITOK project is based on early blockchain technology, and its success or failure can
be greatly aﬀected by technological and legislative changes, which can negatively
impact the value of DITOK tokens.

DITOK does not endorse any content of the program, its performance or its
implementation schedule, and this White Paper is subject to change from time to time in
accordance with DITOK's policies or decisions. No representations or warranties are
given with respect to this White Paper.
This White Paper assumes that the reader has some knowledge anout blockchain,
tokens and related services. You should refer to relevant materials and consult relevant
experts for accurate understanding.

Any consequences shall be the sole responsibility of the parties to the judgment
(whether due to the use of this document or proﬁts or losses related to the use of this
document).
All or part of this White Paper may not be copied, distributed or otherwise disseminated
in jurisdictions where the token oﬀering method described herein is prohibited or
restricted.

You should be aware of the limitations that may be imposed by this White Paper, seek
legal advice and comply. DITOK will assume no liability. DITOK Team is not liable for any
damages, losses, liabilities or other losses in connection with the use of this White Paper.
This White Paper may not be copied, used, or distributed without the permission of
DITOK team, and please keep it conﬁdential.
Please use this White Paper as a general reference for your business plan and vision.

